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“…those tragic events 
occurred. I’m extremely proud 
of how brave the actors have 
been in thrusting themselves 
into the dark alleyways of 
human brutality without losing 
touch with the most powerful 
motivator: love.” 

- Timothy Askew 

“It really wasn’t until we began to inhabit the world these people live in, and 
experience each different character’s point of view in rehearsal that I began to 

realize that this play isn’t about ‘showing’ 
the atrocities from this small Polish town 
during WWII and the decades that 
followed. It is about asking, and 
answering, how, and, possibly, why…” 
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Rediscovering the Danger in Classical Theatre: 
 

Exploring the Unexpected in 
 

The Knight of the Burning Pestle 
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“…we’ve worked to differentiate between the illusion of reality 
and the reality of illusion. The more we expose the little man 
behind the curtain, the more powerful, more magical, more 

believable the illusion becomes.” – T. Askew 
 

1

As directors we all hope to make compelling classical 
theatre that has an audience on the edge of its seat. In 
order to do that, the action and language of the play must 
be liberated from the page rather than be entombed 
within the play or its conceptual period. It must be 
unapologetically live theatre, in the moment, 
unpredictable, and dangerous. For everyone onstage and 
in the audience it should be as though it’s for the first time. 
We want to create classical theatre that breaks out of the 
formalism of the convention, of the ‘event’, and assumes a 
life, rhythm, and breath of its own. Otherwise, it feels 
stagnant; imprisoned within a stylistic uniformity and a 
safely prepared and presented acting style. My thesis 
question, therefore, becomes a familiar contemporary 
dilemma: how do I, within the mainstream rehearsal 
structure, create a compelling, first time theatrical 
experience using a classical and antiquated text? 

2

I’ve often wished that audiences could witness the 
imaginative, hilarious, and brave journey theatre artists 
undertake in the process of creating a show. In rehearsal, 
inspiration strikes like lightening, and I feel extremely 
privileged to be part of it. When I first read Francis 
Beaumont’s The Knight of the Burning Pestle, I was excited 
by the opportunity to bring some of that lightening, that 
wondrous spirit of invention and unpredictability, into a 
live performance in front of an audience. 

From the earliest rehearsals we’ve worked to differentiate 
between the illusion of reality and the reality of illusion. 
The more we expose the little man behind the curtain, the 
more powerful, more magical, more believable the illusion 
becomes. 

 

 -Timothy Askew 

The Knight of the Burning Pestle 
 
Featuring actors from the York University MFA, Devised 
Theatre, and Theatre Studies programs  at the Joseph Green 
Studio Theatre, January 2013 
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“I was taking to the Dean today and am passing on her 
congratulations.  She said she laughed herself silly last night.”  
 

- Elizabeth Asselstine, Lighting Designer,  
Department Chair, York University Theatre 

1

In director Tim Askew’s adaptation, power manifests itself 
in three primary ways. First, there is money. Richard and 
Tiana control the proceedings because they pay the bills of 
the theatre company presenting London Merchant. Second, 
there is sex. Sex-jokes were just as popular in 1607 as they 
are today, and they are present throughout Beaumont’s 
original text as well as in Tim’s adaptation. In both London 
Merchant and in the world of Knight characters use sex or 
the promise of sex to achieve what they want, whether 
that’s a bigger role in the play, or a different play all 
together. Third, there are rules.  

2

Rules, whether explicit or implicit, whether one agrees 
with them or not, or submits to them willingly or 
unwillingly, are such a big part of our lives that we often 
internalize them and follow them without even being 
asked. Implicit rules are the greatest expression of power, 
and here Beaumont and Askew have turned the implicit 
rules of seeing theatre (that the actors speak, the audience 
listens) and the implicit rules of doing theatre (the story 
has some unity of time and place, or a very specific reason 
for not having it) upside down. When Richard and Tiana 
first interrupt the show, it is a transgression. When they 
continue to do so, it is an exercise in power. They have 
changed the rules to suit themselves, and changed the 
play to suit their tastes, too.  

   - Matt McGeachy, Dramaturge 

From L to R: Christina Demunda as Squire Tim, Daniel Bagg 
as Dan the Dwarf, and Janelle Hanna as The Knight. 

“..man, they need to produce 
that play more often…that was 

hilarious!” –Cameron, aged 15 
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“The show was fantastic, 
CONGRATULATIONS! 
I really enjoyed your 
adaptation, Katie and I 
laughed hysterically. The 
"accio broom" thing might 
have become 
her Facebook status within 
5 minutes of the show 
ending. I can't say enough 
about how clever and 
delightful it was!”  
 

– E. Morriss, actor 

 
“Congratulations 
on a wonderful 
show last night. I 
believe you have 
a number 1 fan in 
Cameron. I 
thought he was 
going to pee 
himself on 
several 
occasions!...” 

 
 

“…The cast did a great job, and it 
was obvious the director knows his 
stuff…you should be incredibly 
proud of your work!” 
 

-Gillian Saunders-Herron, Dance 
Department Head, Sheridan College 



  8 “Thanks again Tim, for 
inviting us to your show!  We 
both thoroughly enjoyed 
ourselves - I loved the 
physical use of the stage, and 
the comedic touches all over 
the place!  Eugene thought it 
was a hoot!...  

…How lucky they are at York to 
have you there!  Keep me 
informed of future 
performances, and always 
remember, I would love to 
work with you again 
ANYTIME!” -Victoria Slager, 
Choreographer and Dance Instructor 
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“My parents told me 
to tell you, ‘Fantastic 
adaptation! I was 
going to punch those 
two at the 
beginning!’ 
Regarding Tiana and 
Richard! 

 
They loved it! And 
my Dad’s not big on 
theatre and made 
sure I would let you 
know, A+ job!” 

- Sasha Maslow, 
Stage Manager 
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“I enjoyed (!) your work on T'is 
Pity…you're spare with really 
imaginative use of what's in the room (or 
looks like it could be in the room). 
You're a master at making those boxes 
into a character. And simple things like 
the colored fabric on the one wall. 
Wonderful use of space. And the editing 
was flawless: strong plot with enough 
character and poetic language to stretch 
the actors… you've done all of them a 
real service: the class is going to be a lot 
stronger going into 4th yr after having 
worked with you on this and The Class. 
So you should be proud of what you've 
accomplished.” 

-Ross Stuart,  
Professor, Playwright, & Director 

“In order to delve as deeply as possible into the 
heart of the play during our limited rehearsal 
process, I have distilled the story to what I felt 
was its essential storyline. I believe what we are 
left with is forcefully compact. Ford’s verse feels 
muscular and taut, but supple: full of imagery, 
sensuality, power, and sexuality. In rehearsal, 
the actors, my Assistant Directors, and I 
delighted in unpacking the verse. Ford’s 
language is loaded with imagery and passion, 
containing some of what I feel are the most 
poetically beautiful, moving, passionate, and 
erotic love scenes in English dramatic 
literature.” 
    -Timothy Askew 

‘Tis Pity She’s a Whore 
A York University Theatre Studio 
Production featuring members of the 3rd 
year Acting Conservatory. March 2013. 
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“What should audiences expect? They should expect to enter 
a dangerous world, where people speak and do controversial 
things, from the truest places in their soul, and then must 
answer for their actions.”    -Emilio Vieira 

“The man is a 
genius…He 

gives the actor 
exactly what 

they need to get a 
fire going.” 

- Emilio Vieira 

!

The Third Year Acting Conservatory has been busy 
preparing for their final unmounted piece of the year 
entitled 'Tis Pity She's A Whore by John Ford which 
goes up TONIGHT in CFT studio 139. We asked two of 
the actors, Leighton Williams and Emilio Vieira, about 
their experience on the show and what we can expect 
when the lights come up tonight in the studio. Here is 
what they had to say! 

What character(s) are you playing? 

Leighton: I am playing Florio in this play, he is the 
father of the main characters: Annabella and Giovanni.   

Emilio: I share the role of Giovanni alongside Jonathon 
and Andrei. Giovanni is a young man going through 
what all young men must, the twists and turns of lust 
and love. 

Can you tell me about the process of rehearsing 
this piece/your character and your experience 
with Tim Askew as your director? 

Leighton: The process of preparing for this role was a 
bit tricky, because in this condensed version of the 
play, Florio isn't really the cause behind much action, 
but his presence or lack-of is definitely integral to the 
story. Tim has helped pushed me to find this Alpha 
Male father figure, and use my presence as my number 
one tool. 

Emilio: It has been such a pleasure to work with Tim on 
this truly challenging piece of work. The language of this 
play is not the language of our world today, which was 
a challenge, but with Tim's guidance and trust in us, I 
think we have accomplished our goal of telling such a 
juicy story, in a way which is totally relatable to 
audiences today. The man is a genius, and a joy to 
work with. He gives the actor exactly what they need to 
get a fire going, and through excellent use of each 
person's strengths and personal challenges, combines 
the actor's discoveries with the emotional landscape of 
the play. In short, to work with Tim is to be inspired to 
strive for more out of yourself, to elevate yourself 
beyond anything you ever thought you could do....and 
have fun doing it! 

3rd Year Actors Discuss ‘Tis Pity She’s A Whore 

York University THEATRE 
  
 

“The audience better 
brace themselves! Expect 
to see some steamy 
scenes, hot 
confrontations, scandals, 
and it wouldn't be a play 
without someone dying 
right? Incest, murder, and 
scandal, what more can 
you ask for?” 
  

–Leighton Williams 
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“You constantly show 
me how much I can open 
my heart with the 
amount you open yours. 
When you believe in me 
I feel like I can do 
anything on stage and 
you organize the show 
so it’s possible.” 
  
-Jonathon LeRose, Actor 

 
“I don’t think you realize quite 
how much you’ve taught all of 
us. I’m  a much better theatre-
maker for it, and I’ll be 
carrying a part of ‘Tis Pity with 
me in everything that I do!” 
 
- Andrew Markowiak, Asst. 
Director 
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“You bring a 
passion to 
each project 
that is 
absolutely 
contagious!” 
-Andrei 
Borissenko, 
Actor 

 
“You’re a 
man of your 
word, a 
practice of 
what you 
preach, a 
teacher, a 
supporter, a 
true 
magician of 
the theatre.” 
-E. Vieira 
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Julius Caesar: One Hour Abridged 
A York University Theatre Studio production 
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“Hey Tim, I just wanted to thank you formally for all the work you did for 
us in Julius Caesar. I know I only got to work with you for Origins and 
Shakespeare (for now...) but I was thrilled to have that opportunity and 
to watch you progress as a brilliant director. Your leadership helped 
make what is one of my favorite Shakespeare shows into one of the best 
shows I've ever had the pleasure of being a part of. I hope I get to see 
you and work with you in the future.” 

Senatus Populus Que Romanus 
-- Elias Wilson, Actor 

 

Hi Tim, just wanted to let you know that I have improved a 
great deal because of comments and ideas you helped us 
explore (in so much depth) this term. I owe much of my 
achievements these past few weeks to your dedication as our 
TA. – Elizabeth A., Student 1011 Acting, Fall/Winter 2012/13 

Hi Tim, I don't know if you've seen the list of those who got 
into Acting Conservatory, but I made it! And so did a few 
others from the class (not surprised at all). I just wanted to 
take the time to say thank you for teaching me so much this	  
semester. Your feedback	  was always	  fantastic. I do need to 
work on throwing myself into things	  and	  getting messy, and I 
really hope to be able to do that in the rest of	  my time here at 
York. I'm trying to take the words "savage imagination" into 
all of the work that I do from now on. 

I hope to be able to work with you in the future. Again, thank 
you so much.  -Megan A., Student 1011 Acting Fall/Winter 

Hey Tim, As difficult as this past year has been I believe it worked out for the 
best. The main reason is that I was given the opportunity to work with you on Pestle. 
That entire experience helped me grow not only as an actor but as a person. I was so 
excited and grateful to be a part of the process. It reminded me that theatre as an art 
form still has so much life and possibility. Moreover, Pestle brought back the sheer 
joy and FUN I receive from doing theatre!! So thank you Tim for your gracious support 
this past year. I couldn't have reached this place of new beginnings without you! 
 
All the best, Ken 
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